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Abstract:
It is common practice to use a prusik either side of the center pulley on a highline reeve. The prusiks are intended to
prevent the rope from unthreading and dropping the load in the event of a reeve line failure. The prusiks must be
minded by the attendant during any movement of the load or the prusik opposing the direction of movement will grab
and lock the system. Additionally, the prusiks will loosen with movement and may not engage in failure if they are not
tended to maintain proper tightness and friction. Because of a documented unreliability of prusiks, and the overtasking
of the attendant in minding the prusiks in a complex system, some users are replacing prusiks with ASAPS. This
configuration is becoming more commonly used and causes some confusion and discussion as it is an untested solution
and has not been confirmed as functional.
1) Does the ASAP effectively catch the load in a line failure, with failure at any point between the ASAP and nearest
anchor? It is assumed, but should be verified with testing. A concern is that friction and system design may create a
slow fall, increasing the actuation distance and fall arrest distance.
2) Does the ASAP effectively catch a fall with a failure BETWEEN the ASAPs. The worst case scenario would be failure at
the center pulley which leaves the least possible average distance to either ASAP.
a. How much rope length is required for “run" to activation?
b. Because the line is tensioned, it will retract to some degree. Does that retraction impact actuation?
c. Does separation of rope sheath and core impact the ASAPs ability to grab? How much rope is needed below the
device for reliable actuation?
3) Given testing of the above questions, how much rope must be in service between the devices or between the device
and pulley for reliable actuation in a failure?

